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LANTERN:

ITS CONSTRUCTION

& USE, Oontains complete Instructions, Cloth Covers, PRICEG4

Each Magic Lantern is efficient for exhibitions. The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination with rack
and pinion. It ie fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, go gaining increased focal accommodation.
The Oondenser is composed of two plano-convex
lenses of 4 inches diameter, The refulgent lamp has 3 wicks (or 4 wicke 2s, extra), yielding a brilliantly iduminated picture.—Each is complete in box.
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OXYGEN ! OXYGEN ! OXYGEN ! »-sc HYDROGEN |
Is being compressed in Cylinders of the very best Manufacture, and guaranteed tested and
thoroughly annealed to meet the recommendations of the Home Office and Railway regulations.
At very great expense, the most perfect and improved plant has been erected to produce and
compress the Purest Oxygen, which can be supplied in any quantity on most reasonable terms.

The

Central

Compressing

Oxygen

Works

are the most

perfect

in

existence

for

manufacturing and coinpressing.
Customers are invited to inspect during business hours.
Cylinders, Regulators, Gauges, Valves, Jets, Limes, and every requisite supplied for successfully
working the Limelight, at the very lowest possible price, by

The CENTRAL OXYGEN COMPRESSING WORKS,
Sheffield Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, LONDON, W.C.
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HUGHES’

Marvellous

PAMPHENGOS.
TESTED.
TRIED.
PROVED.
No Smell.
No Smoke.
No Broken Glasses.
Has special 4 in. Condensers—not 44 in. and long focus front
Lenses;
these involve loss of Light where
Oil Flame is the
illuminant.

Mr. HUGHES’
Stitt

CHALLENGE

Hops

Goop

of

ro PROWSEi

14

YEARS

vruat IT Is THE

Most Perfect and Finest Oil-Lighted Lantern Extant.
RELIABLE

and

SAFE.

Prices - £4 4s, and £2 10s.
RANDEST Display of high-class
Projecting Lanterns, Effects,
Novelties, available on the Hire Purchase

System,

seen

at Great

Show

Rooms; a sight to be seen. Docwra
prize medal miniature Malden and
Grand

Triples,

supplied
iW}

to

superb instruments,

Prof.

Malden,

Patti, Canon
Scott,
Reade,
Polytechnic

‘1 Department.

Mdme.

Capt. Charles
Commercial

Hughes’

4-wick Lan-

terns, £1 28. 6d.; 3-wick, 19s. 6d. ;
Safety Jets, 88. 6d.; Mixed, 12s.;

Mahogany Brass Bi-unials, £6 10s. ;
12 3} Coloured Slides, 28.; large
Slipping, 6s. 6d. doz.; beautifully
The only House
Purchasers

be disappointed

Mr. HUGHES’

inthe

world

should see Mr. HUGHES’

for

High-class

Work.

Intending

Magnificent Stock, or they may

afterwards.

CLEARANCE

LIST

160 original engravings, 6d. ; postage

2d.

Pamphlets free.

50 beautifully

Coloured Slides, loaned, 3s.

{FREE} of Tremendous Bargains in High-class INSTRUMENTS

(Established 28 Years.) WAY.

Brewster

Coloured Model Subjects; 1s. 3d.
Magnificently illustrated Catalogue,

€.

HUGHES,

House, 82, Mortimer

Road,

and EFFECTS.

(Established 28 Years.)

Kingsland,

WOOD’S “SPECIAL JET”
Is the Jet for the coming season, absolutely
safe, brilliant light, equal to mixed jet and
hard lime; gas at ordinary pressure from the
main can be used.
fread the following report (Optical Magie Lantern Journal,
Noveraber, 1894) onthe Candle-power of various Jets, by Mr. W.
J. Coles,

4. MI. CEPas

Ordinary blow- -through Jet, soft lime ..
Wood’s special blow-through Jet
o.
Ordinary mixed Jet, hard lime..
«.

260 candle-power.
475
”
”
475

Price of Jet, best workmanship and finish, 21 ‘us. 6d.
Send for Wood's Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides on

E. G. WOOD,

Sale or Hire, post free, three

74, Cheapside,

stamps.

.
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later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EDITORIAL
communications
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Our

Forthcoming

Co., Ltd.,

STREET,
LONDON,

E.C,

Annual.

Our Almanac and Annual is now well advanced,

and will be published towards the end of this

month.

We have no hesitation in saying that

it will be an interesting and attractive volume:
| 16 will contain three sections, viz., Original
Articles, Notes on Novelties, and a copious list

of exporters of scientific apparatus in London,
, Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham and Glasgow, also importers of scientific gocds in the
American Agents:—The International News Co., 83
principal
colonies.
and 85, Duane Street. New York City:
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Av a garden party, held on Saturday the
llth July, in the grounds of the ‘ Union

Notes.

Tavern,”

On

Friday,

of

Detroit,

June

12th,

U.S.A.,

Mr.

Jex. Bardwell,

celebrated

his

fiftieth

wedding day. In the United States, all photographic and lantern folks know Mr. Bardwell ;
he stands at the top of the tree in many
subjects, and ag a lantern operator he is envied
by all who have tried their hands at operating.
In our ANNUAL will appear an interesting article
from Mr. Bardwell, on American
*

lantern work.

*

*

On another page will be found an interesting
communication on ‘‘ Kinetoscope and Lantern,”
by Mr. A. Lomax.
Mr. Lomax has had a great
deal to do with kinetoscopes for some years
past, and is an authority on this subject. Some
time ago he was appointed sole agent for Great
Britain for the Kansas Phonograph Company,
and his premises at 28, Caunce Street, Blackpool, are well known in connection with same.
*

*

*

removed

from

S.E.

This, we believe, is the first occasion on

*

its address,

Journal

332,

Kent

has

Street,

Sydney, to larger premises at 66, King Street,
Sydney.
aR

Somer recent experiments

demonstrated

*

conducted in Germany

that a light of 1 candle-power

could be seen on a clear dark night at adistance
of one mile; a 3 candle-light, three miles.
Be

In

the

United

*

States,

*

insurance

companies

will not entertain buildings in which acetylene
gas is used. It is claimed that time will overcome the opposition of the insurance companies.
*

*

*

Tue most brilliant light in the world is said to
be at the lighthouse at Cape de Héve, near
Havre.

It is of 23,000,000 candle-power.

——:0:——

A

Shop
“QO

Sas
:

Window

Attraction.

+4

Workina at full time, 1,675 pounds of calcium
carbide are produced every twenty-four hours
at the Froges manufactory, in France.
The
motive power (1,000 horse-power) is obtained
from a waterfall.
The works are provided with
two dynamos each of 6,000 ampéres at 60 volts.

keen is the competition in business

3

nowadays, that it is by many found
necessary to avail themselves of all
the window attractions possible in
order to keep their places of business going. In the lantern and
photographic trade, this, in many in-

hand

there are firms whose goods are looked

“Ge

“*

upon

Sd

Photographic

*

S.E., the

*

Frederick York and William York, carrying on
business as optical slide manufacturers and
photographic publishers, at 87, Lancaster Road,
Notting Hill, mm the county of London, under the
style or firm of York & Son, has been dissolved
by mutual consent.
All debts due to and
owing by the said late firm will be received
and paid by the said Frederick York.
Australian

Camberwell,

which this splendid light has been applied in
such a practical manner.
The light was exceedingly brilliant, and illuminated the spacious
lawn (on which dancing was being enjoyed by
about 500 persons) in an excellent manner.

THE partnership heretofore subsisting between

THe

Vassal Road,

lawn was brilliantly illuminated by acetylene
gas, the generators and fittings being supplied
and fixed by Messrs. Thorn & Hoddle, inventors
and manufacturers of the “ Incanto’’ Acetylene
Gas Generator, of 169, Camberwell New Road,

stances

applies;

as standard

but

on

the

other

goods, and who, by reason

of their being long established,
possess a
business which yet keeps growing, simply
because all goods sent out are of the highest
possible quality, and these act as it were as a
perpetual advertisement ; and by reason of the
excellence of the goods in question a good price
is constantly obtained, notwithstanding the
occasional cutting of prices by other firms in
the same line.

To such firms as these, window

decorations, though perhaps necessary to an
extent, are not of the same importance as they
are to firms that have only been for a short
time established, and who have to resort to all

kinds of attractions in order to get people to
However, no one
; inspect their shop windows.
likes to refuse business, and those that have

a

good connection still want to increase it, whilst

others who have little business coming in, stand
sadly in need of it.

When looking at the windows of those who
deal in lantern slides one cannot help noticing

that in very many instances the slides are not
displayed to that advantage which they might
be.
We have seen slides lying flat on white

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
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ARCHER'S IMPROVED OPTICAL LANTERNS.
Two

Proved superiorto
all others,
See Reports,

66 T

Prize

E

Medals.

DEAL

Hi

99

our

new

PERFECT

Single Lantern and
Automatic. Dissolver

I

See Enthusiastic Testimonials from Paut Lance, Esq., G. E. THompson, Esq., Manchester
Camera Club, anid many others.

“THE

IDEAL,” the Lantern of the future.
No. 3, Plainer

The
iw
——
Will show to a

:
Sa
Nichia distance from

“PHOTINUS ”’ is the most powerful oil lantern in the
world. Price £4 4s.

ARCHER'S NEW OPAQUE SCREENS, just supplied to the Manchester Photo
Society, as they proved, THE BEST OF ALL.
(See Testimonial.)

ne SCreeN,

ARCHER

Improved

Price £8 15s. complete.

Form, £6 6s. complete.

& SONS. Lantern Specialists and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool.

Established 1848.

Illustrated Lists free.

G E N E RAL

:
First tw nty words, 6d.;

WAN

Effect Slides painted for Wholesale London Houses.

TS,

&c.

All kinds of Slides made to order.

\ X J ANTED, a competent lantern operator ; only those

every three extra words,

used to working complicated triple effects need
If disengaged, will Mr. Matthew Honour please

Id. | apply.

Trade Advertisements in this column, 3s. per } -inch.
PROFESSIONAL Lanternist of 20 years’ experience

any -—Banks and Greaves, 366, Clapham-road, London
8SQO

is open to engagements, with or without his own | (

COLOURED slides for sale, in sets; 50 Wales,

50 Scotland,

50 South Africa,

apparatus, in town or country, on very moderate terms. | 20s. per set, with lecture.—Professor,
Reference, Editor of this Journal.—Address, Optics, 13,
Pre-ton.
_—
=
a
mo tee
|
York-street, Walworth, London, S.E.

pom

a

50 Holland ;

7, Charles-street,
era

es

N*fY sets of slides produced to illustrate all subjects ;

REAT CLEARANCE
SALE of New and Secondhand Iligh-class Lanterns, which must be sold.—
Walter Tyler’s £54 Triple, for £38 10s ; quite new.

produced from life mcdels or drawings, to order
only, at the Photigue-Art Studio, 263, Cann Hall-road,

{ Leytonstone, E
Wrench’s treble rack telescope triple. A finetriple,4}in. | ~
condensers, used by Wilkie ;complete with jet, dissolvers, |
{ FFECT
slides
A magnificent combination oxy-hydrogen microscope
by Ladd; cost £100; price £32 10s. A beautifully
japanned modern tin triple, two Malden dissolving
taps, brass supply pipes, set £9103.
A ditto bi-unial,
all complete, £5 10s. Bargains. Also Grand Effects.
Lecturer’s candle reading lamp, 3s. 3d.; the ‘‘ Universal '’
4-wick lantern, 4 inch condensers, £1 2s. 6d.; 12
8} coloured slides, 1s. 9d. a box; slipping slides,
6d.; 30 sets of life-model subjects, beautifully coloured,
1g. 3d. each;

50 sets of coloured photos;

tales, 1s. each.

a
a shave
wanted, highest class only; state
|
price and particulars to A. Lomax, Proprietor,
| Edison Phonograph office, 28, Caunce-street, Blackpool.
Se
nice
:
k{|AGIC Lantern for sale, Riley's Praestantia for oil
or limelight, Lawson's saturator, sheet (12ft.), 22
| slides (Stations of Cross, etc.), nearly new.
Cost £11;
| price £7. Rev. Gill, Markfield, Leicester.
Ba
2
-| -- i ieee Sale, a number of negatives, 74 by 5, and whole
i’

plate Yorkshire Views ; no reasonable offer refused.

Splendid value; lists free-—W. C. Hughes, Brewster | —Jones, Gazette Office, Malton.
House, Mortimer-road, Kingsland, London, N.
It is
reer
eeeeeneens
worth your while to pay a visit to Brewster House, and |

to see the grand display of high-class optical lanterns,

&e., and to get ee bargains.
an
3
;
MPORTANT tolanternists.--Lantern slides now offered
at greatly reduced prices, For a short time only:
set of 43 Pilgrim's Progress (life models), 10 plain, 33

NEW

SLIDES:

—

as

NEW

SLIDES!

We are ip ose a large number of New Slides for
Season
1896-97.
Dealers will do well by sending for
:
:
;
y
8
Taste bitch will be weedy 108 tow days,
Slide Making and Colouring

coloured, £1 19s. 6d. net (full price £2 19s. 6d.); set of | from Customer’s own Negatives or Prints. High Class
66 John Wesley, 44 coloured, 22 plain, £2 103. net (full
Work at a Low Price.
;
price £4 88.) ; set of 32 Lost Gip (life models), coloured,
3
:
32s. net (full price 48s.); 58 Grindelwald slides (plain),
T. T. WING,
Lantern
Slide Artist,
15s. net.
Also many other sets at reduced rates.—
CHATTERIS,
CAMBS.

Apply,

W. A. D., Magic Lantern JourNnaL OFFICE, 9,

Carthusian-street, E.C.

ee

.

an

JUST PUBLISHED.

see ENG, Eitarcamme
tonsisda? | A VISIT TO THE SHETLAND ISLANDS,

GO Grand

Tour

Round

the World, 256

90 Ireland,

252. 5

lot of comic sets cheap, lectures to all. Hughes’ 4-wick
lamp, 12s.—122, Grey Rock-street, Everton, Liverpool.

A very beautiful

Serirs

of Frrty-Four

LANTERN

SiipEs,

illus-

trating Scenery and Life and Character of the Islands. PRICE
of Set complete, in Box, along with very descriptive and historical

Lecture—Plain,£2 1s. 6d. Colourcd, £4 2s. Slides made from
Amateurs’
Negatives,
Maps,
Book Illustrations, Drawings, &c.

ANTED, _ stereoscopic
4-plate camera, R.R. | Trade supplied.
doublets, and }-plate lenses ; approval deposit.—
rain, Euston-road, Great Yarmouth.

R.

H.

Lists Free.

RAMSAY,

Lecture, Seven Stamps.
The

Studio,

CERWICH,

N.B.

iv.
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SOSED

Sold Everywhere.
SAFETY

GAUGE

Oxygen

from

Cylinders

Chlorate

filled while

Cylinders—All

42s. || Professor MALDEN says of DUPLEX—

SAFE.”

“ABSOLUTELY

of Potash.
waiting.

sizes in stock.

Cylinder Fittings, all kinds.

esata

|

“Have

!consider

for

tried

yours

several

Regulators,

decidedly

the

complicated (effects find

I

best, and

them’ work

as smoothly as gas-bags.”

ars Cee

SsTE DM AN’
AUTOMATIC

Ss

Oxygen Generator.
TO
THE TRA
DE AND
I
N
On

fo the

and

after

above

must

PUBLIC.

AUGUST
Ist, aM communications
be addressed to—

with

vegara

Mr. F. BROWN, 11 & 13,Ossulston Street, London, N.W.
NOTE.—All Gormeepedd
wiill do so shortly.

sta witho have not yet received Part
iculars,
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paper in shop windows, and
row close to the window-pane
behind, or else in front of
placed at anything but the

also ranged in a
with dark objects
a strip of mirror correct angle for

axle,

123

the

lower

side

being the heavier, so
that
although
the
wheel revolves it will
remain stationary.

Various devices may
be resorted to for
hanging the slides on
the

cross

rods,

but

perhaps
the method
shown at (c) will prove

as simple as any, and
consists
of
small’
springs which grip the

slide at both sides.
By the judicious arrangement of shielded
lights placed at side of
reflector, a pretty effect
is produced as each
slide
is
gradually
brought to view.

Stereoscopic Effects on
Lantern
Screen.
passers-by to see.
Again, we have seen the
Same dozen or more slides doing duty in a
window

for

several

months

at

a

time,

WHAT

HAS
MAY

the

BEEN DONE AND
WHAT
BE DONE.—No. IV.

it

evidently being thought quite unnecessary that ;
a change would be.of any advantage.
Those who would wish to have a little extra
shop window attraction by way of displaying
slides for the season now at hand might do

worse than resort to something of the following
style. The appliance can hold any number of
slides according to the diameter of the wheel

portion, but in the diagram herewith, it is for

holding a dozen.
The slides can be changed
readily, hence, little time would be expended
in making a complete change at least once
a day.
The relative portions of the sketch being to
scale, particulars as to the making of the
revolving wheel need not be entered into, as any
mechanic could grasp the whole idea at a
glance.
The edge of the wheel should, of
course, be placed facing the window, and a
band on the pulley wheel (a) attached toa clockwork or electric motor would supply all the
driving power necessary.
In order to get good illumination on the
slides it will be necessary to have a piece of
white cardboard or opal glass (B) hung on the

By Txomas

Bouas,

F.C.S.,

F.I.C.

(Continued from page 118.)

FURTHER
development of the
principle of the anaglyph, whereby
stereoscopic effects in colour may
be obtained, and a method applicable to lantern projection, has been
recently described by M. Ducos du
Hauron (Revue Swisse de Photographie,
Nov. 1895, p. 394), and a shorter
account is to be found on p. 111 of The Amateur
Photographer for February 7th, 1896. The principle of the method consists in making two of
the coloured elements of the three-colour set
correspond to one of the pictures of the stereoscopic pair, and making the third element of the
three-colour set to correspond to the other
picture of the stereoscopic pair. The sense of
relief in this case is produced by the difference
in drawing between one element of the threecolour set and the other two elements.
In
either of the above-mentioned places will befound
a statement as to the three possible ways of

124
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carrying out this idea, which
state is perhaps to be looked

in its present

upon_ rather as an

interesting,
theoretical
possibility than
a
matured method now available for every day
practice.

Having indicated every method of stereoscopic projection upon the screen with which I
am familiar, I propose now to 1nake a number
of discursive suggestions for improving and
developing projection stereoscopy, or for so
bringing it before the public, that a general and
growing interest in the subject may lead to
Improvements.
In order to create interest in the matter,

and

to direct attention to the possibilities of stereoscopie projection, I would suggest that some
enterprising manufacturer of lantern appliances
might easily put up for sale in a cardboard box,
at the price of say 2s. 6d., a pair of coloured
glasses, and half-a-dozen pairs of bi-coloured
spectacles, along with such instructions as would
enable anyone having two lanterns (whether a
pair or not), or a bi-unial, and some one or
more stereoscopic transparencies, to introduce
lantern stereoscopy as a feature of his entertainments; but of course half a-dozen pairs of
spectacles would not serve for a large assembly;
still as coloured spectacies can now be had in
the toy shops for a half-penny a pair, and
those required for our present use need not cost
more, extra spectacles could be easily provided
as required. The question as to the colours of
the glasses would have to be considered,

and of

all available combinations, I believe the copper
ruby and signal green, adopted by Mr. Freshwater, to be one of the worst for general

at alow

rate and uniform

in substance, but a

first-class oil lamp is very nearly as efficient
with the yellow glass as is an indifferent limelight ; hence excellent results can be obtained
with a lime

lantern

for the

blue, and

an

oil

lantern for the yellow.
Identity of lenses is
not necessary, as the size of the images can be
adjusted by a suitable distance of the lanterns.
Should a demand arise for such bi-coloured
slides, for use with a single lantern, as are men-

tioned above, they could be best printed directly
on the glass, in coloured gelatinous inks, by the
Woodbury method, but such slides have the
following disadvantage over the BlanchereD’Almeida system, in which two lanterns are
used, and the halves of an ordinary transparency
are backed up by suitably coloured glasses. In
the former

case

(t.¢c., the

Du

Hauron-Demole

single slide) the white illumination of the screen
is a real

white, and

corresponds

to what

the

lantern will transmit through the clear glass of
the slide. When the confused image is viewed
through the coloured spectacles, each eye only
sees certain selected coloured elements out of
this white, and these coloured elements being
approximately complimentary, the effect of a
fictitious white is produced. Consequently there
is an enormous falling off of the illumination
when the coloured spectacles are used, and the
impression of bad illumination is given. In.the
two-lantern method the whites of the screen
image are formed not of real white, but of the
fictitious white resulting from the union of the

complimentary tints, and on using the coloured
spectacles, there is not the same kind of falling
off in illumination as in the other case.

I have,

purposes.
however, found it practicable to illuminate by
A rough test of the suitability of any twofictitious white in the case of the one-lantern
coloured glasses is their high transparency ; method, and so avoid that sudden fall of the
when not superimposed, and their high opacity
illumination which is fatal to the succees of an
when superimposed ; and any person who hasa. | exhibition.
large assortment of samples of coloured glass
A screen is made of equal strips or squares of
available for trial may easily satisfy himself
colours corresponding to those of the images
that a gold pink and yellowish green will best
forming the slides, and this is placed either close
satisfy these conditions.
Owing, however, to
to the illuminant or in the place of the lens
the fact that gold pink glass is hardly a current
diaphragm as may be convenient, the advantage ©
commercial article, and when obtainable it is
of using strips or small squares being that the
expensive and generally has that irregular surscreen may be placed at some distance from
face which makers of church windows prefer,
one of the theoretical positions; indeed, quite
I recommend the next most efficient comin front of the objective in many cases.
bination ; cobalt blue glass—not too dark, and
When stereoscopic subjects are to be shown a rather deep yellow inclining to orange.
The
in the course of a general exhibition the

colours must, however, be selected

in reference

to the criteria I have given— maximum of light
when side by side, and maximum of darkness
when superimposed,
This is the combination
originally employed by Blanchére in 1853, and
not only are such glasses to be had in commerce

audience should be prepared for the weaker
illumination by a short interval of comparative

darkness, during which time a few words may’
be said as to the nature of stereoscopic vision,
also as to the difference between such modelling ~
as can be painted on a flat surface and: true”
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stereoscopic relief.
In addition, instructions
may be given as to the use of the spectacles, A
few geometrical subjects form a good introduc-

Oxygen—O.
water.

Is a gas.

Found

in air and

Most abundant element on earth.

Pre-

pared by heating Potassium Chlorate,
tion, but these should be feebly iliuminated, so | Manganese Dioxide x.c.u.0.,, and M.N.0O.,.

as not to kill the effect of the photographic
to follow; and photographs should

subjects

be selected

in which prominent objects in the

|
|

foreground emphasise the effect of relief.
The physical effect of stereoscopic projection
upon the screen, is very much discounted if
the spectator has to hold a heavy or cumbrous |
instrument in his hands, as the impression is
then as if a stereoscope were being used ; hence
I think both Mr, Anderton and Mr. Freshwater
made a mistake in constructing their observing |
devices for holding in the hand instead of for |
resting on the nose.

——:0:—

APPARATUS
O

FOR THE
PREPARATION
OF
FROM K.C.L.O.3 ++ M.N.O.3.

RACTICAL science lessons, as given
at our

Board

ternists.

schools,

Below

the

confer

a

found

a

:0:

future lan-

will be

Hints

for Science

MOy
short paper, written by a 7th
ey Standard boy, 12% years of age, at the
a4

5

Rendlesham

Road

July 6th, 1896.

(OXYGEN)

Properties: Heavier than air. Colourless and
tasteless. Supports combustion. Sulphur burns
in it, forming Sulphur Dioxide (s.o.,). Carbon
burns in it, forming Carbon Dioxide (c.o.,).

roe

great benefit on

and

school

(Clapton)

Teachers.

By EH. D. B.

on

VERY serviceable glass object tank
for the lantern stage can be made
by cementing a piece of lead about
d
a quarter of an inch thick and
\\) bending it to a U shape.
chief factors of the lime light, should be in/)
teresting to our younger readers.
In microphotography a tank filled
with a solution of sulphate of copper
and
ammonia
is used so as to correct
chemical focus and absorb heat rays, thus pre| venting the destruction of the slide.

It being perfect in its simplicity, we publish
it unabridged, with facsimile drawings reduced
to about half-size.
The subject being the

Wediks4

yf

AA hanes, ateae Lane
APPARATUS

FOR
FYROM

THE
ZINC

PREPARATION
AND

SULP.

OF HYDROGEN
ACID.

Hydrogen—H.
His found in water. Is a
gas. Made by adding any metal to any acid.
v.e,, Zine + Sulphuric Acid (dilute).
Is invisible.

flame.

Is inflammable; burns with blue

Lightest substance known,

The elongation of an iron rod when strongly
magnetised, may be demonstrated by placing a
small helix around the iron rod of the common
pyrometer made for showing the longitudinal
expansion of a rod by heat. To the end of
the index finger that sweeps over the quadrant,
affix a small bit of silvered glass mirror not
more than a quarter of an inch square. Adjust
a pencil of light from the paralleliser of the
lantern

to

this

small

mirror,

so

that

reflection from the mirror will fall upon
distant

part

of the

room;

the

the

some

greater

the

distance from the mirror the better.
When a
current of electricity is sent through the helix
the

rod

will

be slightly

slight tilting of the

elongated;

mirror. may

but

become

the

a
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displacement

of two

or

three

inches

at

a

distance of thirty feet.

A
small piece of apparatus called an
opeidoscope is capable of giving amusement and
instruction.
It consists of a short piece of
paper tube such as a gelatino-chloride printingout paper tube. Over one end is stretched a
piece of thin rubber. It is held tight by binding
with several turns of twine. A small mirror is
fixed
to the tightly stretched
piece
of
rubber.
A parallel beam of light from the
paralleliser of the lantern is arranged to strike
the mirror and is thus reflected off on to the
screen.
When different notes are sung into the
tube the stretched membrane is vibrated and
various figures are traced upon the screen by
the reflected beam of light. The configuration
ne figure varies with the note sung into the
tube.

Curious figures can be formed by floating a

some few had escaped with cracked coverglasses. Complaint was made by the sender to
the post-office, and a claim made for compensation, but this has been refused, partly on

the

ground that the damaged contents were not
shown by the recipient to the officials of the

delivering office, before he removed the bits of
broken glass from the box and unpacked it
to see the extent of the damage, partly because
there were no signs of damage on the outside
of the box, and the postman who delivered it
had not noticed anything in its appearance to
indicate that any mischief had been done.
The Secretary of the post-office therefore said
that there was no proof that the injury had
been done while the parcel was in its custody.
One

of the officials, however, volunteered

the

statement, that though parcels were carefully
packed in the hampers provided for the purpose,
yet the hampers were often much knocked
about at the stations, and

I have

myself seen

number of short magnets upon water.
‘The
figures into which the magnets arrange them-

them allowed to fall from the top of the omnibuses on which they are carried between a
selves vary with the number used. By using ; country post town and the railway station.
the vertical attachment they can be projected
Probably, something of this kind happened to
upon the screen.
the hamper in which this unfortunate box of
slides had been packed. The jar due to the fall
—
:0:-—-——
must have been communicated to the glass

Packing

Lantern Slides
Post,
By

T.

for

the

Pexsiys.

Wo OW lantern slides may best be
packed for transmission by parcel/}

|

post or rail, is a matter of some
importance, and is one that has

been brought forceably to my
notice of late by the smashing during
transit by post of eighteen slides out
of a set of sixty,

though

they

were

packed in a box specially constructed by one of
the well-known manufacturers of photographic

within,

with

the

disastrous

effects

above

described.
The object therefore, of anyone
sending slides by post should be so to pack them,
that any blow received by the box should not be
communicated to its contents.
The slides must
be held firmly, so that they cannot shift, but
yet not rigidly; there must be something to act
as a buffer between the interior of the box and
the edges of the glass; moreover the pressure
on the outside slides must be even.
A possible
source of danger is the plan often adopted of
wedging in the slides with pellets of paper, by
which means the pressure is not evenly distributed, and the outer glasses are thus liable to
be broken, and then if any further jar occurs the
damage will be extended to thoseia contact with

and lantern apparatus for a lantern slide
them.
It was found that the slides, in the box
exchange club, whose members, living in various
already mentioned that suffered most, were
parts of the United Kingdom, contribute at
those on the outside.
stated intervals slides of specified subjects,
I will now proceed to describe a box, and
which are then packed in a box and circulated
method of packing, that will ensure safety from
by post or rail among the members.
The slides had made one or more journeys in ' all ordinary accidents that are likely to occur.
safety, and were carefully repacked and taken | It may be taken for granted that about eighty
to the post office, labelled with a ‘Fragile’ | is the largest number of ordinary slides that
label and sent off; when they arrived at their | may be sent by post. If the glass is extra thin
of course a larger number will still be under the
destination, though no outward signs of rough
maximum weight allowed.
For holding these,
usage were visible, yet when the box was
a box whose interior dimensions are 32 by 33
unlocked it was found that about thirty per cent.
by 10 inches will be needed; the sides and one
were more or less damaged, some were utterly
end should be lined with sheet felt fully }inch
smashed, some had both glasses broken, while
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“Tcan only sap that [am amazed at the excellence

of the little Kodak's work.’

The Pockrr KoDAK takes a picture 1} x 2 inches;
it weighs only 5} ounces.
The PockET Kopax

holds 12 exposures of film at one
unloaded and reloaded in daylight.

time.

and

is

It has a large Finder, and a red Window at the
back, which shows just how far to turn the key, and how many exposures
have been made.

Tt contains the simplest Shutter ever constructed;

one button

sets and

releases it, and makes either instantaneous or time exposures.
It is covered

with

either

red or black Leather.

Perfect

in workmanship.

Rich and dainty in finish.

Pictures made with the Pocket Kodak

are so sharp and distinct that they

are capable of being enlarged up to 84 x 6} inches, and sometimes larger.

Price, loaded with Film for 12 Exposures, £1 1s,
EASTTIIAN

Photographic Materials Co. Ltd.,
115-117

PaRIS:

4 Place Vendome.

Oxford

Street,

London,

ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S.A.,
Eastman Kodak Co.

W.
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and

their
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LISTS FREE.
TRADE SUPPLIED,

A large stock of New and Second-hand Cameras, Lenses,
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Prepared

and

New Series for 1896-7.)
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Lantern Slides
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Limelight Jet Manufacturer

SS

BEAUTIFUL

Made in Three Types:
Hand Feeding.
Self-Striking & Hand
Feeding.
The“ Dot.” The only automatic Arc Lamp in the
market which fits all ordinary Optical Lanterns on
the lime-light tray without
any alterations
Invaluable
for Theatrical
Purposes, Lantern Projections, Enlarging, Printing
and Photographing.

EF.
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ALTERNATING
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&
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For
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and

Photo
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ROSE,

Slides.

(Taken by Special Permission of the Home Office).
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For
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AND

STEDMAN,
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write—

Henry

W.
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STRAND.

Lecture extant that deals with and shows Photos of our Convict Prisons.
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and

Harold

CONVICTS

Women in Prison, Babies in Prison, etc.

Rose,

61, Aldersgate

Street.
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thick, glued here and there to the wood, so as
to keep itin place. Ido not recommend it being
glued all over, as when the felt has become hard
from wear it must be removed, and fresh felt
put in its place, and if it is glued all over it will
be difficult to remove.
The bottom must also
be covered with a piece of the same felt; this
need not be fastened, and when the slides have

been put in, another piece of felt should be laid
on them before the lid is put on. It will be
. noticed that I have recommended the felt to be
put at one end, not both ends of the box, as it

will generally happen that the box will not be
quite full, and to keep the slides from shifting
from end to end, a square of wood 3} by 31

the box; put a ‘‘ Fragile” label on, and send
the packet by parcel post. I say parcel post,
for slides must not be sent by letter post, however securely packed, as I discovered a short
time ago when a single slide sent in a box by
letter post found its way to the ‘dead letter
office,’’ owing to the person to whom the box
was sent having changed his address. On the
box being opened the nature of its contents
were seen, and I had to send threepence to pay
the parcel post rate to get the slide returned to
me or sent to the new address of the person for
whoin it was intended.
—:
0 :——_

Effects.

covered with felt, on one side should be pressed

up against the last slide, between this and the
end of the box paper crumpled up should
be tightly wedged ; it will now be impossible
for .the

slides

to

move.

However,

additional precaution, I should
wherever practicable, that
each

as

an

recommend,
half dozen

slides should be made up into a separate packet
by being wrapped in thin paper before being put

into the box, or, what will answer equally well,
that 34 by 32 sheets of millboard or thin
wood, covered on either side with corrugated
paper or soft cloth; should be placed at intervals
between

the slides, so as to divide

sets of ten or twelve, as,
it will not spread so far as
solid column of glass. It
say that the slides are to

them into

if any injury is done,
if the slides formed a
is hardly necessary to
be put in with their

faces parallel to the ends of the box.

Instead

By

TI. J. Scrimcrour.

VIMBLIGHT

is no longer a novelty,
and the fact that a lecture is to
be ‘‘illustrated by views shown
by the lime light” has ceased to
draw.
The ‘‘ go-to-meeting ”’ public have
satiated with such photographic
views as are commonly used to illuslantern lectures, especially those on
trate
travel.
They
have
seen
those
foreign
pictures,

not

only

on

the

screen,

but

also

in the pages of our numerous illustrated
magazines until they are tired of them.
The
uncoloured photographic views I am referring

to will still be of interest to that section of the

people who in their spare evenings seek for
tubing may be used if it is preferred. As itis a
information and education on all subjects; but
great object to keep down the weight, the wood
that large section who after their day's
work wish something in the way of entertainof which the box is made should be no thicker
ment, are beginning to consider the ordinary
than is absolutely necessary for safety. |Wood
“magic” lantern show rather a “bore.” In
such as that of which cigar boxes are made, if a
factthe single lantern has ceased to be a
f-inch thick, will probably be sufficient, pro‘magic ’ lantern in any sense of the word, and
vided the joints are well made.
For the transmission of a few slides I gener- | the audience of to-day wish something more
ally use the boxes in which lantern plates are | startling and wonderful than uncoloured slides
(however beautiful) being passed along in
sold. I put the slides together, wrap them up
in paper, place two sheets of corrugated paper
panoramic style.
Of course, for educational purposes the single
34-Inches square at the bottom of the box, so
will still be of the greatest value. For enterthat the corrugations cross each other at right
of felt for the lining of the box, india-rubber

angles, and two

similar

sheets

arranged in the

same manner in the top, put the slides in the
box, put on the cover, ti3 the box up and wrap a
piece of corrugated paper round the outside,
covering the top, bottom, and two sides, and
then another piece covering the top, bottom and
the two sides which are still uncovered. I write

the address on a luggage label, fastened to the
box with a string long’ enough to allow of the
label being stamped without the stamp touching

tainments, however, the bi-unial

and triple are

coming
again to
the front, and
many
amateurs have obtained if not a complete biunial, at least another lantern to supplement
their original single.
;
Many of these gentlemen seem to consider
effects so difficult and troublesome to manage,
that they leave that department to the professional, and content themselves with using
their double lantern for dissolving only.
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They are the victims of a false idea.

Some

How | Kept a Lantern Appointment although Missing the
Train.

of the most pleasing, and to the uninitiated,
most wonderful effects are very easily produced ;
and a few of the most simple may change a
somewhat dreary travel lecture into a pleasing
educative entertainment.

An example :—At the beginning of a lecture
on Continental scenery, at which I have often to
operate, the first view is a picture of the packet
crossing the channel from Dover to Calais.
This
is followed by a simple ocean sunset
(coloured of course), and while this is on the
screen

the lecturer

describes

the beauties ofa

sunset

at sea, aS witnessed from the deck of a

steamer.
While he is thus engaged, I slowly
turn up the light in the second lantern, in which
has been placed a duplicate slide coloured as
moonlight, and coincident on the screen with
the first.
As the light in the second lantern increases in
brilliancy, the sunset changes from its lovely
crimson to a bluish purple, and as the first
lantern is then slowly turned down the blue is
intensified until there remains on the screen

only a night scene with the radiance of the
moon glancing on the tops of the waves.
The pair of slides just described cost, I think,

only five shillings, but they have brought down
more applause than some of our most elaborate
triple lantern effects.
In the same way buildings may be lit up as
the moon appears.
Pairs of slides for such may
be had in great variety, and even well-painted

ones may be had at comparatively cheap
prices.
I use a capital pair for ‘‘ Westminster Abbey,”
which were supplied for seven and sixpence.
The second slide is all blacked out except
the stained glass windows, which are welltinted.
With both lanterns full on, the illumination
is unnoticed by the audience, but as the first
view is slowly turned down, the windows appear
to get gradually brighter, until only the outline
of the massive building can be seen; then comes
the applause.
The two examples given require onlya bi-unial,
but of course much more startling effects may
be produced with a triple lantern.
I will not take up more space by describing
any of these, as they are mostly only an exten-

sion of the above, but close by advising you if
you wish to gain an appreciative audience in the

coming

winter

to

brighten up your lecture
(especially if it is on travel) with a few effects,

however simple they may be.

By

|
|
|
,

Ap-Amicos.

Sunday, July 20th, 1880.—Illustrated
at Lord Vincent’s, Hastbourne,

Lecture
Sussex.

‘““Twenty Minutes in a Jungle.”

| (6 7 SC HERE
Wai

2s

0

ge
ry
date

was

are

dates

innumerable

in

everybody’s diary without incidents

worth remembering; whilst on the

as

other hand, circumstances at times
are so modelled that sufficient accidentals occur within a few hours,

to form

the

nucleus

of many

a

three volume novel.
How the above
got squeezed
into my engagements

funny.

How

the

engagement

was

ever

fulfilled was funnier, and how the writer should

be induced after so many years to write up a
chapter of accidents is of all three the funniest.
Lord Vincent had been touring India, and while
there had made some forty or fifty photographs
of various scenes and life to be found in the
jungle, and wishing them thrown on the screen
to entertain the guests specially invited to a
dinner party to welcome his safe return, on the
date above mentioned, applied to my London
agent to furnish him with a reliable party who
would carry out his project.
‘Would I go?” “Yes.” Could just manage
to fit it in; as I should finish in good time at
Stevenage

on

the

Saturday,

could

take

the

7.30 to Eastbourne on Sunday morning, spend
a quiet day there, returning to town at night,
and so be ready to proceed to Dublin on the
21st.
Everything was ready, that is to say, the
triple, etc., had gone on as a sort of agent in
advance; dress suit carefully folded into my

valise, a special policeman bribed to the tune of

a bob to pull the right hand bell at “Phil's
Chambers,’

Great James Street, just before he

went off duty at six; a drum alarm clock, that
always went off with a terrible bang and often

fell on to the floor as well, was fally wound and
set, also for six; with what a satisfied air did I

turn in; how soon too peaceful sleep led me
into dreamland, where there was my Lord this

introducing

me

to His

Grace the other;

how

the Lady Helen B. praised the lanternist to the
Viscountess C.; how the county families seemed
to enjoy Lord Vincent’s pictures; with what a
relish, too, did the
, but stay, I am wide
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awake staring at the drum, whose dial read—
Heavens! What ?—two minutes toseven. With
an adjective on my lips, that began with a D, I
leapt from the bed with an ejaculation, ‘ T’ll
go for it,” and did; but what madness.
Partly

dressed, valise in hand, I trundled towards
Holborn, calling all the way for cab, cab, but

there was no cab, the streets

were

as

quiet
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had a bath and breakfast, and by the time I
was seated in the special felt fresh and fit. All

went

well till we

eased up for signals.

neared

Red

I took

Hill, when

we

out my watch to

mark the wait, and horror! six, seven, eight
minutes before we moved.
‘ Shall miss it,’ I
said to a fellow traveller, and true enough I did,

for as we went into the Brighton terminus the
eleven o'clock passed on its way out. "Twas
Sunday morning. Nearing Ludgate there was, : evident
the fates were against me, but as the
however, one in sight. “London Bridge—quick
old folks say where there’s a will there’s a way,
—seven-thirty—Hastings line.”
‘* I can’t do it,
and so upon enquiry I was informed there was
sir, I really can’t, its twenty-five past now.”
a 2.50 express to Eastbourne and Hastings.
I
“You must—try,” I shouted.
He did try; the
was mulct into paying a double fee for a second
poor devil of a horse went over Blackfriars
telegram, because it was after hours, which byBridge as he’d never done before. Southwark
the-bye was not delivered until two hours after
Street was roused as though the fire brigade
my arrival; my valise, too, was nearly left
had turned out, and turning up the incline to
behind in consequence of having deposited it in
the station my coachman ran foul of a basket
the cloak room at B. which I discovered on my
of watercress and nearly had a spill; a moment
return was closed till the evening ; but it was
later I was at the booking window, only to see
redeemed after a struggle.
it close in my face; rushed to the platform :
Tt was not until I heard the lime jets hissing
‘Porter, Eastbourne train.” ‘There it goes,
a familiar jangle, in Lord Vincent's house that
sir,” and true enough the tail, or rear of the
comfort was restored to the inner man.
I pre‘‘parly ’’ was fading in the distance. I knew of
faced the few remarks I was allowed to make
no other till evening, but like the drowning man
with the above incidents, causing much amuseclutched at the straw.
“Porter, time of next
ment; but, after all, it’s only what happens to
to Eastbourne.” ‘‘ Nothing before the evening,
many another lanternist.
Expensive, true, but
six o'clock.”
My eye wandered across the
it furnishes subject matter wherewith to comstation at that moment, which by this time
mence a lecture and put an audience in a good
was empty, and noticed an old porter on the
frame of mind.
further platform sweeping ;years before his face
was familiar, and as quick as possible I was in
—0
conversation with him.
“Look here, friend, I’ve missed the EastCarriers and Slide Boxes.
bourne train, and its imperative for me to get
there to-day.” He hesitated, laid his broom
By G. R. Bryce.
as a cemetery,

aside.

‘Follow

and

as

me,

think open to you.”

peaceful,

sir, there’s

for

it was

a chance

I

He led me into an office,

scanned the tables, ‘ Yes, sir,” he said, ‘if the

9 o'clock Brighton special keeps her time, and
she’s seldom a minute out, you'll catch the
eleven Hastings express, which pulls up at
Polegate Junction, where the Eastbourne passengers change. The special’s due in Brighton
at 10.50, so it’s a risky bit.”

I could have hugged that man who had given
me fresh hope.
“So I’ve an hour and a quarter to spare,’’ I

said.

‘About that, sir,” he said,

« By the way,

sir, excuse me, but ain’t you the gent that
nearly caused the death of our old guard over that
lantern gas job.” ‘ Ah,” I muttered, “but I'll
see you five to nine sharp.”
The hour and a quarter was easily filled up.
Telegram to Lord Vincent, ‘Don’t send coachman to station, am coming on from Brighton.”’
Then

I adjourned

to the hotel on the rise ;

OF

oi

—

TRS HE perfect carrier—if anything can
ma
2
2; be perfect—has yet to be invented.
a va
i

Its characteristics

are, smooth and

silent working, quick action, simplicity, no liability to shake the
lantern,

the

easy

insertion

and

with-

drawal of slides from same side of the
lantern.
The so-called ‘ dissolving”
carriers have all the disadvantage, more or less,

of shaking the lantern, or making unnecessary
noise when changing the slide.
‘“ Dissolving,”
as applied to these carriers is a misnomer,

for by no means can dissolving be effected with
a single lantern; the slides are simply interposed for a moment when one is withdrawn

the side.

I think

“intermixing”

or

to

‘con-

fusing” would be a more suitable name for the
carriers. Nothing looks better than to see one
picture dissolving into the other, or an instantaneous change taking place, but when one
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Another good box is that one with rubber
tubing on lid and bottom ; this holds any number

sees two solid views on the screen, without the
sign of either becoming fainter, and then the

of slides up to ninety or a hundred, according to
size, with equal safety to the form already
described. With this box, the slide has simply

disappearance to the side of one of them followed
by the unsightly projection of the black mask;
or, on the

other hand, sees a confusion

on the

to be placed in position and the lid closed,
without the trouble of moving any partition, etc.
To the time economist this will, therefore,
doubtless lend itself.
The one advantage which the grooved box
holds over others is, any slide may be taken
‘lightning’ one; with this instrument, the
from the middle of the set and replaced without
view can be changed very quickly, although not
quite so expeditiously as one would suppose | danger of inserting it in its wrong position.
A point to which makers should turn attenfrom the name—it is practically noiseless and |
is simplicity itself. It is a decided advantage
tion is the provision of a handle on slide boxes.
to have the corner cut off.
This carrier
Some boxes it is true have a strap.to buckle on
top, but this is not a good method in my opinion.
possesses the drawback that it is not easily
manipulated from one side of lantern.
The
Why should boxes not have lids sliding in
form of carrier in which an opaque curtain falls
grooves, and
be furnished with neat brass
to obscure the view, and rises to reveal the new ‘ handles ? It would not be safe to fix a handle
one is very neat, the momentary darkness on , to the lid of the present usual slide box, as the
the screen relieving one’s eyes. The ‘‘ push- ; hooks and hinges which connect the lid to the
through” variety is the simplest of all, but the
under-part might give way under the strain,
which would, of course, be very great, being
effect on the screen is by no means pleasing.
The little streak of white light which gets
caused by the weight of such heavy articles as
between the edges of the slides in the lantern : lantern slides.
is, of course, magnified on the screen, and
——:0:——
forms anything but an artistic method of chang- |
ing the views.
Moreover, one slide—more
Lighting
Tableau
Vivants and
especially if both in the carrier happen to be
Stage Effects.
thin—is apt to get in front of its neighbour |
when being pushed through unless the instru- ;
By C. D. BisHop.
ment is fitted with springs to obviate the ,
nuisance.
The form of box which I like best for storing
ZOW that living pictures have caught
slides is that one with the moveable spring
on, the lanternist is often called
partition.
This box will hold from ten to sixty
upon to light up these groups of
slides with perfect safety. The advantage of
figures, and it is often thought by
the spring partition is that the slides are held
y,
those who have not had an opporfirmly together, which, besides being safer, |
tunity of otherwise judging, that
makes them more portable than if placed in : G
the ordinary lantern will answer for
screen

for a moment, accompanied, very often,

by confusion in the lantern, in the way of
shaking, unnecessary noise, or sticking of the
slides, we feel that this dissolving is a farce.
There is no doubt that no carrier equals the

|

grooves.
The grooved box is the worst kind for keeping slides in. The grooves are apt to tear the
binding of the slides, and if made, as generally,
of wood, are liable to warp

or become

loose.

Moreover, in comparison with the size of the
box the number of slides contained is very
small; thus, the length of a fifty-groove box
which I possess is (outside) 15 inches, while
that of a spring partition one only J1 inches,

; “

this purpose. So it will, with a little
in an emergency.
We will come
to this later.

alteration,

The correct and best method is to use a proper
light box. This is usually a square blacked box

lined with iron opened front and back, the front

carriers, the lens, a plano-convex of long or short
focus (as is most convenient). The back allows
the access of lime-tray which carries the jet.
In the front of the lens are projecting pieces top
which, although not nearly full, contains sixty | and bottom, in which are cut a groove or rebate
slides.
Fifty slides of average thickness
for sliding in coloured glasses. To the bottom
measure about 6} to 6% inches, so the space
and sides of box are fitted some means whereby
wasted in the grooved boxisvery great. I have
the rectangular motions are obtained, which
seen grooved boxes much longer than the above
may be as simple as possible, or as elaborate as
to contain the same number of slides, but their
the pocket allows.
In many instances the
clumsiness was painful.
motions may be dispensed with.
As the
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amateur’s light box may be used for various
purposes, it had best be fitted with a side swing
motion at least.
As to the lens, focus, and

size best to use, a

6 inch is the size most in use; if a larger lens
is used a larger area is covered, togetuer with
an increase in light in consequence.
With
regard to focus of lens, for small confined areas
where a large space is to be covered, a longfocus lens is best; for covering a smaller area
at a fair distance, as in the London theatres,

1381

white clothes will show the effect of colour.
the figures have dresses of dark tints,

If

or
not be

heavy contrasts, colour tinting should
attempted.
In lighting up a group always remember

that
the figures in front should have the most light
—side-lights thrown slightly at an angle are
the most successful.
Skirt Dancing.—The dancer should be lighted
from both sides of the stage, and the figure
carefully followed.
One box or lights from one
side will not do for this, as the figure sometimes gets so close under the lighted side of the
stage that the rays have
not
dispersed

where there is plenty of room, a short-focus
lens is preferable. In short confined spaces, or
when close on to the subjects, a long-focus
lens is best; it has also the great advantage of
sufficiently to cover the whole figure.
The
giving a flat disc—not the prismatic edge that is
lighting of a skirt dancer is best done with
so often seeu thrown with a light box.
white light only, unless the figure is in white,
Having settled as to the apparatus that we when pale tints of soft green, heliotro
pe, and
have to use, we now will take a tableau and
amber can be used. The background ought to
see how to do it.
be as dark as possible, with no open lights
We have a scene of a property made tree and
about of any kind.
three figures standing beneath it, and call it
Serpentine Dancing.—Certainly the prettiest
‘April showers.’
The scene beyond is a green
and novelest effects of all lighting can be done
pastural view, which would be known techin this case.
Liberty in every direction is
nically as a back cloth.
allowed for the display of effects of colour, and
The figures should be lighted with a light box
the aid of the lantern brought in.
each side (4) and (x). If the light spreads too ;
The background for this should be perfectly
-———_
black, failing that some dark material or velvet
curtains.
If it can be managed all lights
Cc
attached to the stage turned down, footlights
included.

A

B

pee
onions
much, draw the tray with jet attached backwards

in the box; this produces

the smaller

with, according to circumstances.

The object

disc. At (c) an open jet is burnt with a large
sheet of pale blue glass or gelatine in front, or
perhaps the colour medium is best dispensed

of keeping an open jet burning at the back of

the figures and near the back cloth, is to kill

the shadows that are thrown by the light boxes

in

front,

and

to give

distance

to the

scene.

The evil to be avoided in all tableau lighting is
the

shadows,

or the prismatic

tints

from

the

edge of a light box lens. Tinting effects can
only be shown to advantage when a number of

boxes

are in use,

and

complete

immutability

from white light either from the footlights or in
the flies. Unless complete darkness can be
obtained it is useless to attempt any colour
effects. It must also be remembered that when
a coloured medium is put in front of the lens
there is at once a great loss of light, and this
must be compensated for by the addition of
extra boxes or lights.
Only figures wearing

Deep

colours,

as

reds,

blues,

and

greens, may be used with startling effects.
Those working the light boxes should carefully
watch the cue for changing the colours, and
be together; if two tints of relative colour

value

are

on

at once

instead

of colour, white

light will result. A large circular disc fitted
with different colour gelatines revolved in front
of the lens gives the rainbow hues, ever changing and never still.
As the dress worn by the dancer is generally
white, and very voluminous, a lantern picture
| may well be thrown on the figure when it is
| still; pictures with a good contrast, such
as portraits or similar slides are best, and most
suitable.
A most charming illusion is by
working chromatropes on the drapery in ths
same way. Of course, it is necessary to have
the lanterns more in the front of the figure than
is needful when the light box only is used.
It is hardly necessary to state that this class
of lighting and illusion should not be attempted
without proper rehearsal beforehand.
The
average manager of amateur performances often
has little idea of the skill and expense attached
to doing the thing properly. He hires a man
with a single box, which he sticks any where

behind,

and

thinks

he is going to produce
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Lighting Figures with the Lantern.—When it
is necessary to light up a figure or figures temporarily, and only the ordinary lantern is at
hand, place the lantern in front of the stage,

images on toa large screen.
An interesting
account of some of Muybridge’s work also
appeared in one of the ‘‘ Century Magazines’”’
during the year 1882. In 1887 Edison began
to seriously take the work up—indeed year by
year scientific interest was slowly but surely
growing to the wonderful possibilities of what
could be done by directing more attention to
the matter. Muybridge, however, first brought

and take out the front tube with lens attached ;
also unscrew off the back half of condenser, so

the special aid of photography as the ideal
means by which to obtain results of a practical

that the front half of the condenser is the only
optical portion of the lantern left. A small disc
only will be covered, which does not allow of

apparatus for recording and reproducing motion.
There is also the machine of Anschultz’s.
This

marvels ;much disappointment and often disgust is brought about in this way. If carried
out thoroughly and well, it enhances the effect
of the entertainment far beyond the average
person’s conception.

much variation.

was known

Kinetoscope
By

and

Lantern.

A. Lomax.

EA HE introduction of the Edison kinetoWe, RN scope has undoubtedly
caused
special attention to be given to
“!
instruments of this class, and which
“os
are known under many and diverse
Ve) names.
‘The general principle upon
oR? which they are all constructed is practically the same, and is very, very old
—as age is taken in these rapid times, but
the manner or mode of construction varies
to a considerable extent.
No doubt some
readers will remember the account (as old as
1839) published in the volume ‘ Philosophy in
Sport made Science in Harnest”’ of the thaumatrope and Mr. Seymour’s improvement of the
same; also of accounts of older productions of
similar kinds of apparatus.
Many names have
been given to them, such as phantasmascope,
M. Plateau’s phenakisticope or magic disc, and
a name still better known, zootrope, or wheel
of life. A decided advance is to be found in
M. Raynaud’s praxinoscope—a
further and
clever improvement—described many years ago
by the editor of ‘‘ La Nature”;

in fact we have

early apparatus the introduc-

tion of the word theatre in this connection, the

instrument being widely known as the praxinoscope theatre. Passing on, we have the work

of Muybridge, Marie, and others. Muybridge
may be regarded as an eminent foundation
worker in the cause of recording and reprodacing the so-called ‘‘ movements as of life.” Years
ago I had the pleasure of assisting him at one
of his illustrated lectures, and was astonished
at what

both

he was

simple

and

In

able to illustrate of movement,

complex,

by projecting

1889-90

Mr.

Greene

patented

as. the electric wonder, and was a

beautifully constructed apparatus of the automatic class. Having for a period had charge of
a number of these machines I well know their

——:0:——_

in this somewhat

kind.

the

structure, and (next to Edison’s kinetoscope) I
feel convinced that the electric wonder is the
most
perfect mechanism ever produced in
machines for illustrating motion. The climax,
however, of all previous results is certainly to be
found in the Edison kinetoscope, and, just now,

the Edison vitoscope—also known as the Edison
theatre.
But, the centre of present interest (especially
to lovers of the lantern) arises from the fact that
for the first time it is now found possible to
depict on the sheet the amazing quick results
that are to be seen in the ordinary kinetoscope.
As there is much confusion in many minds as to
the meaning of names given to apparatus of this
kind, I will here digress a moment.
The kinetograph takes the pictures; the kinetoscope
reproduces them; the phono-kiretograph (here
introducing the phonograph) takes the pictures
and records the sounds; the phono-kineoscope
reproduces

the sounds,

and,

on a screen, the

pictures ; the kineto-phonograph in a comprehensive term for the whole

invention;

the kineto-

phone refers to the reproduction of the sounds
and pictures seen and heard through the kinetoscope only, and not projected on a screen; the
term Edison theatre refers to the phono-kinetoscope. The cinematographe (also spelled with
a‘k’) and theatregraph (also known as the
animatograph) refers to machines for projecting
kinetoscope pictures on the screen.
The vitoscope (the Edison machine) is the same as the
phono-kinetoscope but without the phonograph.
Muybridge also gave a name to his special
mechanism for projecting animated subjects on
the screen.
Names
are now increasing ad
lubitwm—vitograph, motograph, panoramograph,
kineoptican, all these refer to machines covered

by the term Edison vitoscope. The cart is often
put before the horse, but, terms ending with
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YORK’S

OPTICAL LANTERN SLIDES
FOR

EDUCATIONAL

PURPOSES,

Embracing every branch of Science, as well as INTERESTING

and MORAL TALES.

Many of the latter are Illustrated from Life.
SOME OF OUR NEW
SETS,
1896
— Johannesbur
-97.g,
Tasmania,
Normandy,
San Francisco, Pottery, X Rays, Convict Ship. LIFE
MODEL
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Burton’s
Best Bedroom, The Farmer’s Fright,
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SETS FROM
DRAWINGS.—Graves
of the Household, Station Master’s Story,
Flag of England, The Better Land, Merchant and Saracen Lady, Engine
Driver's
Story,

London

Mission,

SIXTEEN

A Little

Bit of Blue, Jesus Carpenter

of Nazareth,

MEDALS AWARDED FOR EXCELLENCE.

Lists for ensuing Season now ready, and may be had from all the leacing
Opticians, Photo Dealers and Chemists.
Wholesale
Prices
on
Application.

YORK

& SON, 67, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill,
LONDON, W.

THROUGH-PASSAGE
(BRIER'S

GAUGE

3’,

PATENT.)

Optical
Three-Wick

Lanterns, with 4-in. Compound Condensers, and
Lamps, 22/-; with Four-wick Lamps, 24/-; Hand-

painted Slides from 4d.; Splendidly coloured 3} x 33 Slides in
sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6.
Full-sized
Changing
Comic
Slipping Slides, in mahogany fraincs,
Td.each or 6'6 per dozen. Lewer Action Slides from 1/6
each.
Rackwork
Slides (including chromatropes) 2/6 each.
Best quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes
4/3; extra Discs from Gd. per pair. ‘“ Lightning”. double-carrier

Frames from 1/- each. Slides for small lanterns from
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post free.

ROBERT

H. CLARK,

Wibolesale

ai

Price

ROYSTON,

33/-.
With Metaliic
Bellows
Regulator,
20/- extra.

Minute

THE

Side Passage

SCOTCH

&

to gauge;

IRISH

loose doors

OXYGEN

Maker

of High-Class

_R._R.

5d. per

Optician,

HERTS

Optical

Lanterns.

BEARD,

in back

CO,,

LTD.,

BEARD'S
ECLIPSE
CARRIER is a luxury to the
Operator after using others.
It saves finger-marks upon the slides,

and produces dissolving effect with the single Lantern.

ROSEHILL WORKS,

POLMADIE, GLASGOW.

10, Trafalgar Road, Old Kent Road, S.E.
(Five Doors South

of Lord

Nelson.)
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AT SALE!
CONTEMPLATED

RETIREMENT.

Whole Business for SALE as a Valuable going Concern.
OFFERS
In the
STOCK,

meantime,

Miessrs.
are Offering
Discounts :—

APPARATUS,
GRAPHIC

D.

their

HIGH-CLASS

in order

to REDUCE

High-Class

LANTERNS

and

D.

on

Application

the

following

PHOTO- 25 per cent.

.

SLIDES.

and

HIGH-

CAMERAS Jet3)20 per cent.
vs

LIST OF LANTERN APPARATUS & SLIDES, 6 sie,
Particulars

at

SON

ACCESSORY)

HIGH-CLASS

ARTISTIC

&

Productions
and

CLASS
PHOTOGRAPHIC
ACCESSORIES
.

Full

their ENORMOUS

NOAKES

LENSES

HIGH-CLASS

INVITED.

LIST OF PHOTO APPARATUS, 2 Stamps.

to—

NOAKES

&

SON,

INVENTORS, PATENTEES, AND MANUFACTURERS OF
Improved Magic Lanterns, Dissolving View and Limelight Apparatus, Slides, etc.,
PHOTOGRAPHIC
LENSES,
CAMERAS,
etc.,

South London

Works, 28, Nelson Street, Greenwich,
LONDON,

S.E.
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‘graph ” ought to refer to machines for taking
necessary—especially
bearing in mind the
the pictures, and terms ending with “scope ” to
principles upon which its operation depends.
machines for reproducing them.
No practical ; An ordinary sewing machine will admirably
purpose is to be gained by enlarging on the
show an object lesson in what is to be expectad
merits or demerits of any machines of the above
of the principle movement of the projector.
types of an earlier date than the Edison kinetoEveryone will be familiar with the pressure
scope.
The kinetoscope by a single bound
foot under which the cloth to be sewn is placed,
placed itself so far ahead of every earlier attempt
and the roughened plate of metal under the
as to constitute an advance, amounting almost
same, the object of which is to carry the cloth
to an entirely new discovery— that which before
forward.
If it be imagined that this is a
was theoretical or only half-practical Mr. Edison
part of the projector, the light must penetrate
made into a realization.
To contrast the past
the film in exactly the same relative way and
(even of a few years back) with the present is
period as the needle penetrates the cloth. In
inapplicable. Apparatus that would take or
this connection the following details of the
reproduce pictures at the rate only of a comparordinary Kinetoscope, in which the film is never
ative

few per second would certainly not illus-

trate the scenes and motions possible to-day.
The eye would be offended because the motion
(except for simple movements) would be unnatural by reason of its being too slow—complete |

scenes,

rapid

and complex

motion,

has been

brought

to rest,

pictures move
second (though
creased), and
moves the film

will

also

be: useful.

The

at an average speed of 30 per
this is sometimes very much inone revolution of the shutter
by the distance of one picture.

The slit in-shutter

is one-tenth, and

the

mean
rendered only possible by means of the Edison
diameter 10 inches,
The picture itself is only
apparatus. Kven Muybridge’s results in many
visible to the eye about the 310th part of the
cases (flight of birds for instance) were too
time it takes to move from picture to picture,
slow.
Itis mainly for the above reason that
and each part of the picture is only visible to
the earlier apparatus was only half-practical.
the eye about the 9,300th part of a second, the
The difficulties in constructing a really reliable
whole picture being visible about the 1240th
kinetoscope projector for the lantern are very
of a second.
Indeed, in reference to speed
great—to many people insurmountable. In fact,
details of picture an impetus of even 60 per
many of the machines now before the public
second could by one mode of reasoning be ascer(owing to construction on wrong frinciples) are
tained.
The pictures are taken on a continuous
most unsatisfactory in action. Many of the
band of celluloid film, and their size is 1 by *
machines are simply copies of each other, and ' inches.
They are taken on the Kinetograph
scarcely any display originality either indesign | at a speed of at least 20
per second. With
or structure.
The chief difficulty is in the
projection apparatus the change from picture
obtaining of steadiness, absence of flicker, and
to picture is effected at a required rate of
a reliable check to over-running of the film. i 4 miles per hour and in
a 0 by 33 inches spacé
Many would-be makers think that if each
—an enormous rate when it is remembered that
picture can be stopped in its course success is
each picture must be brought to a dead stop,
attained.
This is not so—to use a figure of
this being vitally necessary in order to obtain
speech, if you could fire a gun in such a way
light enough for projection purposes. It is for’
that there shall be no recoil from the shock, then | this reason that
the mechanism of the ordinary
you would succeed in making a perfect kinetoKinetoscope cannot (as many seem to imagine)
Scope projector, In this extreme (but for my
be adapted for purposes of projection, the
purpose of illustration) true paradox, lies the
movement of the film in this case being continukernel of the whole matter.
This (the effect of
ous without break or stop. The great speed,
the recoil) is a great—the chief—difficulty to
the sudden stops and jerks of the film, the need
be overcome.
It is because of this obstacle to
of pressure pads or other apparatus for regulating
success that nearly all the machines at present
the slack or over-running of the film; all these’
before the public produce in their results such
lead to the crux of the difficulties in constructing
bad vibration of the picture, and the quicker
such apparatus—in addition to which the
they work (so as to get natural movement) the
flicker of the light has also to be reckoned with.
worse is the vibration. In proportion therefore
In the operation of the projector mechanism
as the shock and recoil of the picture is overit is required that the film be drawn automaticcome, so will be the vibration.
In. order to
ally into correct register, the light admitted and
determine the factors to deal with, alittle closer
picture ‘projected on the screen for a small
examination of “the essential mechanism and

the nature

of the work it has

to do, will -be

fraction of a

second,

after

“which

‘the light

is turned off, and another picture dragged into’
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position. The pluck of the film is more or less
overcome in various ways, but no method is
reliable that causes the least unsteadiness or
vibration during the period the picture is on the
screen—it is a mechanical result and cannot be
overcome by optical methods alone.
In conclusion let it be noted that there need be no
surprise manifested because of the fact that
there are so very few reliable machines in the
market—that is, that can be thoroughly depended
upon to give true results. The necessary factors
are, practically, a perfectly steady picture, good
light and definition, and absence of flicker—whoever constructs a projector up to such a standard,
will effect a work of which he can, with all
justice, be proud. Ordinary kinetoscopes cannot

be altered and adapted for projection purposes
—the question has often been asked.
——:0:——

The

Invention and Development
of the Optical Lantern.
By Eowarp

Dunmore.

F
x
CHAPTER III.
a
HE condenser is next in importance
Woagi\»
to the projecting lens, as without a
ge?)
good condenser, free from scratches
“cf
and striz, it is impossible to get a
“good picture with the best lens
made.
The condensing lens is, as its
name suggests, used to condense the
light upon the slide, gathering together

every
wise

available

be

wasted

particle
on

that

would

the inside

other-

of the lan-

tern and pass it through the transparency,
thoroughly and equally illuminating it. Without the condenser only the central portion of
the picture would be seen, the edges being buried
in obscurity. Much attention has of late years
been given to this

lens, which

has

developed

from a plano-convex block of indifferently good
glass to a system of lenses, achromatic and
rectilinear. The first improvement was the use
of two plano-convex lens placed with their
convex

surfaces opposite each other. This was
a great improvement on the single lens; still,
much light was wasted. The next improvement
was the addition of a third smaller lens of the
same form placed next the light, which vastly
increased the illuminating power.
The periscopic, in combination

with a double

convex,

used with the concave side towards the light,
was another form. In Taylor’s “Optics of
Photography"’ the best form of condenser is
stated to be a plano-convex and a crossed lens,

the former being nearest the light, but will not
include so wide an angle as those of the triple
form. The wider the angle included the greater
the light;

on this account,

several lenses are

used instead of one.
Again, to quote from
Taylor’s “‘Optics’’: ‘In the collecting system
we must have at least two lenses for our purpose.
One of them, that nearest the light, must be 44

inches in diameter in order to catch up 95
degrees, but this cannot render the rays parallel ;
still it transmits them to its colleague under
such

circumstances

that

it does so, the two

lenses doing what no one singly could effect.”
The first lens of the collecting system is
comparatively thin, which, apart from any
optical advantage, is useful in this respect, that
it has to bear the first impact of heat, and thus
lessens liability to fracture. It is only 16 m m.
(8 inch) thick in the centre, is 8 to 9 inches
focus, and is formed by preference of flint glass.
The second element is 5 inches in diameter, and
the radii of curvatures being rather shorter,
also combined with its greater diameter, causes
it to be proportionately thicker, being 28 m m.
(1,4; inch) at the centre, and 7 inches focus,
The lens, too, should be made of colourless glass.
The loss of light from absorption is trivial, and
that from oblique incidence is really so little as
to be unworthy of notice, but it carries with it
its compensation, for it occurs most at the
thinnest portion of ‘the lens where there is least
absorption, and thus aids in ensuring uniformity
of illumination throughout the entire beam. But
it may be reduced by rendering the firet surface
concave instead of plane, and retaining the

balance of power by grinding the back surface
on a tool of shorter radius.
The two lenses
described should be mounted together as close as
possible, fixed permanently in the lantern, and
must always be used together and not separate.
The condensing element of this optical system,
on the other hand, must be variable and selected

to suit the special endinview.
plano-convex, especially

focus objectives;

Its form may be

if for use

with

long

but if the latter is to be short

focus, and the condenser of crown glass, then is

the crossed form in which the curves are a3 one
to six, or two to thirteen, to be preferred. But
dealing as we now are with immergent parallel
rays it would be folly to imagine that a condenser
properly adapted for an objective of 12 inch
focus will answer equally well for one of 6 inches.
Bearing in mind Kepler’s law, which, however,

applies only to one kind of glass, and must not
be held applicable equally to the flint glasses,
especially those of the denser sort procurable

at the present day.

We would say that for
focus,

long projection lensesof 12 to 15 inch
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RILEY BROTHERS, ©
PRIZE

55

and

MEDALLISTS,

CHICAGO

EXHIBITION.

57, GODWIN
STREET,
BRADFORD,
ENGLAND,
and 16, BEEKMAN
STREET,
NEW YORK.

Having Branches also in Boston, Chicago, Chattanooga, Kansas City,
Minneapolis
Francisco, and at Dunedin, N.Z., we are prepared to prove that we are

THE

LARGEST

LANTERN

OUTFITTERS

IN

THE

and

San

WORLD

,
and being extensive Makers and Exporters can command the best
terms, and are therefore able to
SUPPLY

OUR

iNbaOVED

CUSTOMERS

WITH

THE

BEST

GOODS

at prices (when value is considered) much below ordinary
dealers.

ge Sceso Our “PRAESTANTIA” Lantern at £4 4s,
me,

— COMPLETE

(fitted

z

:

for

Oil) is acknowledged

BRIGHTEST
Or

if fitted

Fitted

and CHEAPEST

for

with

OIL

LANTERN

and

LAWSON

It is the

by hundreds

Burner

to be the BEST,

in the TRADE.

LIMELIGHT
SATURATOR

Lantern

of the

£4
£5

15s.
10s.

World.

= We have sold more of this Lantern than
can be proved of any other Lantern in
=="
existence,
and have thousands of testimonials to its worth
from every part of the globe.

Don’t go away with the idea that this is our only
Lantern that has
produced a sensation in the market, Our

Prize Medal “ Monarch” Bi-unial, at £21 10s.,

Has the largest Sale of any Bi-unial Lantern
gives Universal Satisfaction. Fitted with the

in the market, and

NEW 1,000 Gower LAWSON SATURATOR, £24 10s.

Giving a light never yet got by any Bi-unial offered
.
IT

IS SIMPLE

TO

WORK, AND

SAFE

IN ANY

HANDS,

If you want the best of everything in the lantern world consult os, we
are the people that can serve you.

LAWSON Patent
SATURATORS

22,ll

For Single and Bi-unial Lanterns.
Have
many imitators, but no equals.
They
were first in the field, and take the lead

3

haai:n

still. Simple, safe, economical,
Giving
the brightest form of Limelight attain-

able.

Great

improvements

this

seacon.

Nearly 2,000 now in work.
Write for
particulars of their New 1,000 Candle-

power

OUR

OUR

NEW

SETS

Bi-unial

Season,
for this Season include

Saturator,

‘‘How

new

dl od
=
=

this

—

we got our Bible,”

“Our Soldier Heroes,” ‘ British
Guiana—Popular Holiday Resorts,” “ Blue Lakes
of Italy,” “The Scarlet Letter,” ‘‘The Hoosier Schoolmaster,” “‘ Modern New York,” ‘‘ Dark Side of
New York," ‘‘ Venice,” “ House that Drink Built,”
&e. &e.

HIRE DEPARTMENT
(50 slides loaned for 3s.) is the largest and most complet
e in the
Best “Sets published added yearly.
Outfits sold on Monthly Payments System.
For Particulars
Catalogues write

RILEY

BROS.,

Catalogues, 6d.

Hine List, Free.

55 & 57, Godwin Street, Bradford, England.

Buyer’s Guide, 13d.

Operator's and

Hirer’e Guide, 23d., free by post.
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THe VITAGRAPH,

EDISON

Marvel of the Age.

Phonograph Office,

LIVING PICTURES ON THE SCREEN.
Perfeetly

Realistic,

Hnimation

Complete.
Effects of. vibration totally

the highest speed.
Synchronism perfect.

Receives Kinetoscope
Cannot be superseded

obviated,

even

at

PHONOGRAPHS,

GRAPHOPHONES,

| KINETOSCOPES,

KINETOPHONES.

Also Kinetoscope Projection Ap=
p
paratus for showing on the Screen
Animated uate aa,

Films,
for strength, portability,

and excellence of workmanship.

Only the best and most veliable machines supplied.

These machines can be tested before purchasers
or their representatives.
Stock always on hand for immeiiate delivery.

| FJJ,MS,

RECORDS, AND ALL SUPPLIES.

For further information, apply to the Manufacturers,

CLEMENT
8 & 10,

& GILMER,
Rue

de

A. LOMAX, per

Malte,

ST.,

BLACKPOOL.

PARIS.

SOLE AGENT FOR THE KANAS PHONOGRAPH CO.

McKELLEN’S

CAMERAS.

teow” “ THE INFALLIBLE,” (ates
|

McKELLEN’S

Double=Pinion
Send

McKELLEN’S

full

size

Treble Patent Camera
for Descriptive

FINDER,

Book,

Free.

combined

with

‘The

Infallible,”’

will enone be ready.
Sole

Manufacturers—

THOMPSON & CO., 4, Bull's Head Yard, MANCHESTER.

*
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a plano-convex having a radius of curvature of
7 inches will serve every purpose, for an
objective of 8 to 10 inches the radius may be

that quiet pleasant hum which characterises
all good jets. The light is intence and highly
concentrated, which is a necessity in jets that
4} inches, while for one of 6 to 8 inches, 4 inches
are for use in optical lanterns.
This is accomwill suffice.
| plished by using a medium bore of ;, inch ; larger
(To be continued.)
| bores may be used with increase of light,
but the gain optically is not worth the extra
:0:
gas consumed, to say nothing of the unnecessary
New Apparatus.
heat.
It may be interesting to mention that
when recently experimenting with the jet, it
LOCKE’S NEW PATENT JET.
was found that an excellent light could be
This invention consists of a mixing chamber
obtained by drawing the hydrogen from the
(A), to which the gases are conducted by the
usual house service instead of from a_hightwo usual tubes (B) and (B 1), but instead of pressure cylinder, the difference in
leading the gases direct into the chamber, | light not being more than about 20 perloss of
cent.;
they are caused to intermix underneath it at
but the use of low-pressure hydrogen with
(c), and to enter the chamber together through
ordinary mixed jets is not advised. With the
the vertical tube (p). The gases are prevented
one under consideration it is entirely different,
from rushing direct to the nipple by a deflecting
owing probably to the fact of the high-pressure
cone (£) placed over the vertical tube which
oxygen pulling the low-pressure hydrogen with
causes the gases to descend, and to issue into
it through the vertical tube to chamber.
—_:0:-—-——-

Editorial

Table.

THE 27TH ANNUAL
SUPPLEMENTAL CATALOGUE OF
Messrs. Yorg & Son has just been issued. Init we find
particulars of a set of 60 slides pertaining to Johannesburg,
a subject which should be very popular at exhibitions
; this season; also sets on Tasmania, X Rays, Pottery
making, Convict ship “ Success,"’ from Thames to Tweed,

and several humorous sets.

Respecting the slides them-

selves, these are only of one quality—the best.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO PHOTOGRAPHY.—The
6th edition
of this useful handbook (6d.) has been issued by Messrs.

Perkin, Son & Rayment, of 99, Hatton Garden, E.C.

It

is just the book that a beginner in photography should
be very glad to get hold of, as it contains much that is

* of value, in a condensed form.

10:

Correspondence.
HARPER

BROS. & Gen. LEW. WALLACE
RILEY BROTHERS.

».

To the Editor.

Deaz

Sir,--Referring

to your

notice

in the

June

the upper part of the mixing chamber, as | number, drawing attention to the action taken against
indicated by the arrows, through a number of | our firm in New York by Harper Bros., for an alleged
infringement of their dramatic copyright in the “ Story
small perforations marked
(Fr) and
(¥ 1) of
Ben Hur,’
many readers of your journal have
around the base of the cone. The gases pass
written asking for information about this action, hence
thence to the nozzle or burner by a tube of we deem it the best way of answering all, to let you
special length and bore.
know how the matter standsat present. Harpers, in their
The nipple is a true
plaint, allege that a magic lantern exhibition is a
cone in section, as also the upper part of mixing
dramatic representation, that the person demonstrating
chamber.
The jet2 is the result of close obser- | or
ri
lecturing and the operator at the lantern are the
vation and experiment on the part of Mr. | dramatis personne as much as the “living
actors on the
Locke, of 244, Tottenham Court Road, London,

during many years practical work as a lanternist, and is of immense power; the gases burn
with the greatest possible steadiness, and with

stage,’’-and that, therefore, every exhibition of our
pictures in conjunction with the lecture is an infringement of a drama on ‘‘Ben Hur,” which we heard of
for the first time when these proceedings were taken,
but which they secured copyright upon some two or
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three years since.

After many

delays, the action has

Notes and Queries.
been heard since Mr. Riley, senior’s return from New
York.
It was argued before Judge Coombs at great
length.
Our counsel, Mr. Wilber, offered to abide by ;
A. B. J. writes:—Please give me your opinion as to
the definition given of a drama by any author of any whether you consider that acetylene gas will become
dictionary in the English language, dwelling upon the
universal for lantern work. Ans.—No, although it will
latest and best that has ever been published, in which it
not compete with the limelight, it is vastly superior to
is distinctly stated that ‘a drama is a representation
oil.
made by living actors, etc., and must have living voices
Jalonisyi asks: What focus of projecting lens will be
and movements, etc."’ We understand that the judge,
who, of course, said little, remarked to the plaintiffs’ | required to produce adisc (with a mixed jet) 20 feet in
diameter, as I can only stand the lantern about 40 feet
counsel that if we had been setting it forth in the
from the screen. 1ns.—Use a lens of 6 inch focus.
‘“‘ Vitascope,’’ where there is such a real representation
You mention a mixed jet; this has nothing to do with
of life, he could have understood his arzument, but it

was difficult

to imagine

such

being

brought

into

a

mere demonstration as in a lantern exhibition.

As the point raised was entirely new, and
no
decision had ever been given upon the point, the Judge
stated he would take time to consider it in all its bear-

ings, and announce to the Counsel concerned when he was
prepared to give his decision.
Mr. Herbert J. Riley
writes us that it is not expected now that any reply will
be given before October next, so we shall have to wait.
In the meantime, they write very hopefully of the result.
Yours

truly,

RILEY

BROTHERS.

WRENCHES.

To the Editor.

Dear S1r,—I have noticed for a very considerable time a
most irritating kind of an advertisement of an cxtensive
order appearing in your journal. In last month it comes
forth in an enlarged form.
I have gone through eight or nine of them, page after
page, to endeavour to discover the address or any addresses

the distance.

:

Quality asks :—If Watson's Van-Neck hand camera is a
good one. dAns.—Yes, you will find a description of it in

; one of our back numbers.
Jas. Morse.—(1) The chloride prints are insufficiently

printed ; they should be printed pretty dark as they lose
in toning.
Some dealers suggest that P.O.P. paper
should only be printed a little darker than required for
the finished print, but experience teaches that they
require to be printed a good deal deeper.
(2) The
negative is well exposed, and your subject well chosen,
although we would not like to say it would gain a medal
at competition.
W. Wallace Junr.—(1) Certainly not, for no amount of
soap will keep the gas in if the connection at cylinder is
not perfect. (2) The automatic gas producing apparatus
is being procecded with, and we consider just the thing
for your purpose. From an advertisement in this issue,
you

will see that Mr. F. Brown

of 13, Ossulston Street,

now has it in hand for Mr Stedman.
Better
cate with the former.
D. B. S.—We have 110 means of knowing.

communi-

where the articles thus advertised are kept. It does not
Shutter.—Of the three you mention, Thornton Pickard's
say in any part of it the names of the agents who supply
focal plane shutter should best answer your purpose.
the things mentioned. The obtrusive trade mark adorning
No name.—This is now the third time that you have sent
every page is that evidently of wrenches, but then, of
us the letter for insertion. We must refuse to insert it
course, it is not Wrench’s catalogue, and if it were they
would surely say so. Is it an omission on the vendor's - for several reasons, amongst others, you give neither
name nor address; it is written in a scurrilous style, is
part, or on design that it is done?
. decidedly libelous, and would do no good.
Yours truly,
R. Daws, Holyoak.—We know of nothing that will
2nd July, 1896,
T. H. HOLDING.
(The inset in question pertains to the goods supplied ' renovate the perished rubber piping ; better throw it away
wholesale (only) by Messrs. J. Wrench& Son of 50, Gray’s
audi buy mew:
William Church.—Particulars of French polishing will
Inn Road, W.C. Read the foot-note on front page of one
be found in our back numbers.
of the insets, and you will see that the goods may be
obtained from any dealer.—En.]
I. Ii, B.-A mica chimney should suit your purpose,
seeing that you arc continually breaking those made of
OIL LAMPS.
glass.
To the Editor.
H. J. Walker.—(1) Of zinc. (2) Some of brass, and
Drak §$1R,—Your correspondent on oil lamps in June
others of compo piping and iron. (3) The “ dangerous’.
issue, states that in his article on page 70 in the April
compound you speak of is correct, but the deposit is very
issue he does not refer to lamps of the edge-wick class
slight, and would require to accumulate for a long time
atall. The following is an extract from his article :—
to doanyharm. The pipes should occasionally be cleaned
‘At present, users of oil-lit lanterns have to put up with
out. Brass or copper is certainly not the best of those
the inconvenience of being confined to the use of short
mertioned,
,
focus objectives, and of being unable to tilt the lantern
to an angle of more than 4 or 5 degrees.”’
Tuu Newbury Guildhall Club, the chief social and
The object of my letter (which appeared on page 89)
recreative institution for young men in the town of
was to prove that this portion of his article was incorract.
Newbury, has lately decided
to carry out a novel
If the writer carefully reads my letter again, he will
and original scheme of a photographic portrait gallery.
find no mention of a long focus condenser.
Surely your
The idea is that cach member should present a cabinet
correspondent (whoever he may be) cannot have conphotograph of himself, and the same should be placed in
sidered my letter a personal attack! I shall be glad to
a continuous line of oak framework, which will be glazed
receive practical suggestions for improving oil lamps, if
and fixed in the lecture room of the club. It is hoped
any of your readers are kind enough to give them.
that many old members will send their portraits, and
Yours truly,
as all the photographs will be autograph portraits, it
Rye, 24th June, 1896,
W. STOCKS.
is anticipated that in time the club will possess an
unique gallery numbering several hundreds cf portraita
(This came too late for our last issue.—ED.]
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NOW
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READY,

- oman
ANIMATED PHOTOGRAPHS ON THE SCREEN.
(PATENT

APPLIED

FOR.)

The following are some of the SPECIAL FEATURES of this Instrument :—
NO VIBRATION
Noise reduced

The

of the Picture on the Screen,
to a minimum.

Working is SO
TIMES USED.

even when

Ordinary

PERFECT

that

the

Film

running at the highest

Kinetoseope

speed.

Films used.

is NEVER

TORN,

NO MATTER

HOW

MANY

The Instrument is also a Complete Optical Lantern of best make and finish, in
which ordinary Photographic Slides can be projected on the screen (the same size as
the picture given by the Film) during the intervals while a new Film is being put in
position.

It is also fitted with an extra
equivalent

focus for use when

PRICE

OF

Double Combination

Achromatic

it is required as an Optical

INSTRUMENT

Lantern

COMPLETE,

Objective

of 6 inch

only.

as above, £36.

with Patent Double Sliding Carrier Frame, Glass Alum Trough, etc.,
fitted with a very Powerful Mixed Gas Jet, All packed in Case and ready for use

PRICES

The

OF FILMS

ON

APPLICATION.

above ean be purehased through
Lanterns, and are supplied Wholesale

any Dealer in Optical
to the Trade only by:

ar
ARK.
MARK.

sii lity oe =,

a Ue

Telegraphic

Address—‘

OPTIGRAPH,

(a

LONDON.”

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and i
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THE

SENSATION

ANIMATED

OF

Suloreer

1896.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

The Cinematograph, Animatograph, Vitagraph, Motegraph, Theotograph, Panoramograph, Kinetograph, &c.

METALLIC

BELLOWS

REGULATOR.

‘Their faults avoided and their good qualities improved by

BRANDON
New

combined

Camera

THE

(BRIER’S

MEDLANDS'

Photographic

and

PATENT-)

Projecting

(patent applied for).

VIT-AUTOSCOPE.

The steadiest, quietest, and cheapest apparatus of the
kind yet invented for taking and projecting photographs
of moving objects.

J, BRANDON MEDLAND (PRGANi9),
70, BOROUGH, & 13, YORK ST., WALWORTH.

A POPULAR

ILLUSTRATED

Amateur
Price

-

MONTHLY
THE

Photegraphers.
-

Price

SCOTCH

&

IRISH

OXYGEN

CO,

LTOD.,

ROSEHILL WORKS, POLMADIE, GLASGOW.

THREEPENCE,

PERCY LUND & Co., Limited,
The

County

And

Press,

.MEMORIAL

OPTICAL

BRADFORD,

HALL,

E.C.

LANTERNS
OF

THE

HIGHEST

NEWTON & CO.’S 228%:
‘“ DEMONSTRATORS ” LANTERN.
FOR

OIL OR LIMELIGHT.

With Prisms for Erecting, and
for Vertical Projection.
Price £9

=

Qs.

=

3, FLEET STREET,
LONDON.

|

& SLIDES

QUALITY

ONLY.

STEREOSCOPIC
Shown

with

PICTURES

the Lantern

by the

“NEWTONIAN”
SYSTEM.
(Patent anpiee for

The most simple
and efficient

Single Lantern
yet constructed

for general
scientific work.

NEW CATALOGUE
of Lanterns,

Pro-

and Slides.
Post Free,
6 Stamps.

RAY

£30.

New Detailed Illustrated Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides, 6 stamps.

NEWTON
& Co.
manufacture Patent Newtonian 4-wick Oil
Lamps.
Major Holden’s Arc Lamp.
Newton’s Patent Hand Feed Lamr.
Newton’s Patent ‘‘ Demonstrator’s"” Lantern.
Patent Adjusting Tray for
Jets. Askew’s
Patent Combination Lantern Box and Stand.
Wright's
Lantern Microscope.
Wright's Oxy-Hydrogen Jets
“ Pringle-Cut
off.” The ‘‘ Miniatare "’ Lantern. The Scientist’s Bi-Unial. Traill Taylor's
Triple Oondeneer.
Printed and Published by the Proprietors, Tua MaGic

LANTERx

‘‘ FOCUS"

TUBE, 25s.

There has been great difficulty in obtaining suitable Vacuuin Tubes
for producing the ‘Rontgen X Rays for photographic purposes, chiefly
because the best corditions were not known.
A long series of carefal
experiments has been made, to ascertain the conditions of success, at
King’s College, London, which has resulted in a tube of different shape,
size,and degree of vacuum to those previously employed.
One iinportant result of this is that far less current can be employed,
and that a simp’e battery and coil may be used without Tesla apparatus.
Complete Set of Apparatus for Fae eas with the X Rays
comprising Battery, Coil, Tube, &c., {18 rSs.
Complete Set, as above, but with lar ger Coil and more Battery Power,
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
45.
49.

Photograph through man's chest, showing backbone and ribs.
Man's foot, side view, showing ankle bones.
Man'sclbow joint.
Hand of Mummy, 3,000 years old.
Young Pigeon, 1o days old.
Dove, showing bones and feathers.:
Lead pencil and horn magnifier.
Written letter taken through envelope.
Mouse.

50.
5t.
52.

Three live Frogs.
Man’s Hand, showing pieces ofiron.
Tortoise.
&e., &e., &e.

Price 1s. each.
LIST

OF

APPARATUS

AND

SLIDES

NEWTON
3, FLEET
JouRNAL

STREET,

&

ON

APPLICATION

CO.,

LONDON,

E.C,

ComPAaNy, LTD., 9, Oarthusian Street London, E.0.
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